What Will My Mary Say

Choreographer: Mary & Bruce Nelson, mbnelson1@shaw.ca

15 Gale Avenue Sherwood Park, Alberta T8A 2K7

Music: What Will My Mary Say – Johnny Mathias – 3:09 @ 45 – I-Tunes

RAL: Phase III+2 Slow Two Step (Left Turn Inside Roll & Switches) – Difficulty: Average

Sequence: Introduction A A B A B 1-12 Modified Ending

Intro)

1 – 4 Butterfly Wall Lead Feet Free, 3 Beats & 2 Measure Wait;; Lunge Basics to Closed;;

Part A)

1 – 4 Basics;; Open Basics;;

Part A 1 - 16) Basics;; Open Basics;; Switches;; Underarm Turn; Basic Ending; Side Basic; Lady Wrap to LOD; Forward Run 2 Twice to Butterfly;;

Repeat Part A 1 – 16
Part B)

1 – 4 Open Basics to Pick-Up LOD;; Left Turn Inside Roll; Basic Ending;

1-2 [Open Basics] Side Left and open body to left ½ open, XLIB Recover Left (W Side Right XLIB & open Body to ½ open, Recover Right); Side Right and open body to ½ open, XLIB Recover Right (W Side Left, XLIB open Body to ½ open, Recover Left);

3-4 [Left Turn Inside Roll] Forward Left, Side Right, XLIB of Right, (W back Right, Side & Forward Left, Forward Right Spiral to face partner); [Basic Ending] Side Right, XLIB of Right, Recover Right (W Side Left, XLIB of Left, Recover Left);

5 – 8 Open Basics to Pick-Up (RLOD);; Left Turn Inside Roll; Basic Ending;

5-6 [Open Basics] Side Left and open body to left ½ open, XLIB Recover Left (W Side Right XLIB & open Body to ½ open, Recover Right); Side Right and open body to ½ open, XLIB Recover Right (W Side Left, XLIB open Body to ½ open, Recover Left);

7-8 [Left Turn Inside Roll] Forward Left, Side Right, XLIB of Right, (W back Right, Side & Forward Left, Forward Right Spiral to face partner); [Basic Ending] Side Right, XLIB of Right, Recover Right (W Side Left, XLIB of Left, Recover Left);

9 – 12 Side Basic; Lady Wrap to LOD; Forward Run 2 Twice Btfly;;

9-10 [Side Basic] Side Left, XLIB Recover Left (W side Right, XLIB of Right, Recover Right); [Women Wrap] Side Right, XLIB raise joined lead hands, Recover Right to face LOD (W side Left, XLIB under joined lead hands turn ½ LF, Recover Left cont LF turn bring lead hands down in front to wrapped position facing LOD);

11-12 [Forward Run 2] In wrapped position face LOD forward Left, forward Right, forward Left; Forward Right, forward Left, forward Right to BTFLY/WALL (W Forward Right Forward Left Forward Right, Forward Left, Forward Right, Forward Left);;

13 – 16 Lunge Basics;; Underarm Turn; Basic Ending;

13-14 Lunge Basics] Side Left with lunge action, Recover Right, thru Left; Side Right with lunge action, Recover Left, thru Right (W side Right with lunge action, Recover Left, Thru Right, Side Left with lunge action, Recover Right, Thru Left turning to face partner);;

15-16 [Underarm Turn] Side Left raise joined lead hands leading W to turn RF, XLIB, Recover Left (W side Right, XLIB turn RF under joined lead hands, cont turn Recover Right to face partner); [Basic Ending] Side Right, XLIB, Recover Right (W side Left, XLIB of Left, Recover Left);

Part A 1 -16) Basics;; Open Basics;; Switches;; Underarm Turn; Basic Ending; Side Basic; Lady Wrap to LOD; Forward Run 2 Twice to Btfly;; Lunge Basics to Closed;; Slow Side Close Twice;;

Repeat Part A 1 – 16

Part B [Modified 1-12]) Open Basics to Pick-Up LOD;; Left Turn Inside Roll; Basic Ending; Open Basics to Pick-Up (RLOD);; Left Turn Inside Roll; Basic Ending; Side Basic; Lady Wrap to LOD; Forward Run 2 Twice;;

Repeat Part B 1 – 12

Ending) 1 - Slo Side Lunge & Hold;

1 [Slo Side Lunge & Hold] Side Left with Lunge Action Raise Lead Arms & Hold;